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world by staging not one but two coups. Most interpreters of the Fijian
political scene saw the events as a result of tension between native Fijians
and members of other ethnic groups. Michael Howard argues in this book that
this interpretation is simplistic. Instead, he points out, the May coup was
a strike against democratic government by elements associated with Fiji's
traditional oligarchy seeking to hide behind a mask of populist communalism.
Howard traces the evolution of Fijian politics from the precolonial
chiefdoms, through the colonial era and into the postcolonial period,
emphasizing the developments during the latter half of the 1980s. As a close
and involved observer, he draws a convincing picture of the leading actors
This volume constitutes the proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Social
in contemporary Fijian politics and the motives guiding their actions. He
Informatics, SocInfo 2019, held in Doha, Qatar, in November 2019. The 17 full and 5 short
describes how the ruling elite -- the Fijian chiefly families and their
papers presented in these proceedings were carefully reviewed and selected from 86 submissions. allies -- has maintained its power by manipulating communal or racially
based sentiments and how the opposition has attempted to change the
The papers presented in this volume cover a broad range of topics, ranging from the study of
situation by creating political alignments based on social class. In the
socio-technical systems, to computer science methods to analyze complex social processes, as
central part of the book Howard chronicles the rise of the Fiji Labour Party
well as social concepts in the design of information systems.
and its 1987 election victory over the ruling Alliance Party. He then
From total beginner to technical expert, you will be digitally empowered by engaging with The discusses the short-lived regime of the Bavadra government and the events
Digital Plan. Whether you're the director of a digital communications department or you're a
leading up to the May 1987 coup. Finally, he looks at events following the
member of any team wishing to wield or understand the power of digital, this book will provide coup, as the oligarchy has sought to reimpose control in the face of popular
you with the tools you need to plan and execute digital strategy with ease. Using his many years opposition and internal division, discussing their implications for the
social condition of Fiji, its international politics, and its internal
of experience directing digital strategies for campaigns and organizations, Brad A Schenck
ethnic relations. The book concludes with the death of Timoci Bavadra in
outlines everything you want to know about digital planning, utilizing digital tools and making
late 1989. A perceptive case study of racial politics in the modern world
the most of your collaborative efforts. In this book, you should expect to find: Expert guidance
and a significant new approach to the understanding of the dynamics of a nonframed with thoughtful questions you should ask. Bullet points of the most up-to-date tips and
western political system, Fiji: Race and Politics in an Island State
lots of them. Templates that will help you frame your plan, whatever your goals may be. Stories provides a timely and comprehensive analysis of recent events in this
important island state.
and anecdotes from someone who has advised hundreds of digital plans at the highest level.
From the very technical to the more artistic, The Digital Plan covers everything from design and This comparative analysis of Scandinavian social democracies argues that the
fate of socialist parties is decided, to a significant degree, by their own
social media to data and analytics. This book is a must-have for anyone wishing to make the
policies and reforms_not solely by the changes in social structure
most of their digital presence to create powerful impact by driving community action.
emphasized in previous studies. Combining quantitative analysis and
Provides information for seniors on the social networking sites Facebook and Twitter, covering historical case studies to demonstrate the electoral effects of party
such topics as staying safe on the Internet, using email, setting up a Facebook profile, and finding policy, Gosta Esping-Andersen formulates a theory that is applicable not
only to Scandinavia but to Western Europe as a whole. In addition, he
trending topics on Twitter.
explains why the support basis of social democracy has deteriorated so much
Digital Political Participation, Social Networks and Big Data
more in Denmark than in Sweden and Norway. Originally published in 1985. The
Friendly leaves, ed. by mrs. J. Mercier
Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again
History of the Presbytery of Central Texas
make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist
Power Verbs for Presenters
of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of
Exploring Natural Language Processing
these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly
European Conference, ECML PKDD 2020, Ghent, Belgium, September 14–18, 2020,
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of
Proceedings, Part III
books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
Infantry
Hundreds of Verbs and Phrases to Pump Up Your Speeches and Presentations
This book presents Proceedings of the 2021 Intelligent Systems Conference which is a
Heppner Land Management Plan
remarkable collection of chapters covering a wider range of topics in areas of intelligent
Politics against Markets
systems and artificial intelligence and their applications to the real world. The conference
Routledge Library Editions: The Labour Movement
attracted a total of 496 submissions from many academic pioneering researchers, scientists,
The French Workers' Movement
industrial engineers, and students from all around the world. These submissions underwent a
Facebook, Twitter, & Instagram For Seniors For Dummies
double-blind peer-review process. Of the total submissions, 180 submissions have been
Oil Trade
selected to be included in these proceedings. As we witness exponential growth of
Includes music.
computational intelligence in several directions and use of intelligent systems in everyday
The 29 papers in this volume cover a wide variety of topics, ranging from the Glottalic Theory and Lachmann's Law to
applications, this book is an ideal resource for reporting latest innovations and future of AI.
the hermeneutic analysis of text-structure in Tacitus' Germania. The volume focuses on three themes specifically: the
The chapters include theory and application on all aspects of artificial intelligence, from
morphology and semantics of lexical formation; the internal and external syntax of the noun phrase; and the
classical to intelligent scope. We hope that readers find the book interesting and valuable; it
pragmatics of textual cohesion. The papers are descriptive rather than historical in approach, and most of the
provides the state-of-the-art intelligent methods and techniques for solving real-world
contributors are Latinists by training. For this reason the volume will be of interest not only for philologists and general
problems along with a vision of the future research.
linguists but also for those working with the Latin language.
This set of 44 volumes, originally published between 1924 and 1995, amalgamates a wide
First published in 1989, this book examines the work, careers and politics of French engineers and technical workers
breadth of research on the Labour Movement, including labour union history, the early
employed in traditional and high-technology settings. In the process, it critically evaluates several theories of social
stages and development of the Labour Party, and studies on the working classes. This
change and advocates a unique approach to class theory and the comparative analysis of nations. Neither owners of
collection of books from some of the leading scholars in the field provides a comprehensive
productive property nor wage workers performing routinised labour. Engineers occupy an ambiguous social position
overview of the subject how it has evolved over time, and will be of particular interest to
that has elicited a good deal of controversy about trends in their situation and ideology. Where theories of
students of political history.
professionalism anticipate occupationally based challenges to the legitimacy of bureaucratic authority, Marxian and
"In May 1970, four days after Kent State, construction workers chased students through
neo-Marxian analyses foresee class-based opposition to capitalism. Yet all these theories share a preoccupation with
downtown Manhattan, beating scores of protesters bloody. As hardhats clashed with hippies,
the effects of technology and the division of labour on social values and group identities. This book maintains that
it soon became clear that something larger was underway- Democrats were at war with
such a preoccupation obscures the significance of career situations and the distinctively national institutions that shape
themselves. In The Hardhat Riot, David Paul Kuhn tells the fateful story of when the white
them. The book presents a fresh view of the interplay of occupation, class and nation.
working class first turned against liberalism, when Richard Nixon seized the breach, and
Selected Papers from the 4th International Colloquium on Latin Linguistics, Cambridge, April 1987
America was forever changed. It was unthinkable one generation before: FDR's "forgotten
Africana Race and Communication
man" siding with the party of Big Business and, ultimately, paving the way for presidencies
Bulletin of the U. S. Antarctic Projects Officer
from Ronald Reagan to Donald Trump. This is the story of the schism that tore liberalism
A Dictionary of Chinese-Japanese Words in the Japanese Language
apart. In this riveting story- rooted in meticulous research, including thousands of pages of
Computational Propaganda
never-before-seen records- we go back to a harrowing day that explains the politics of
Fiji
today. We experience an emerging class conflict between two newly polarized Americas,m
Intelligent Systems and Applications
and how it all boiled over on one brutal day, when the Democratic Part's future was
Enjoy the top social media sites with ease and security Done correctly, social media is a way to
bludgeoned by its past."-connect friends, family, and the world while still maintaining security and privacy. Facebook,
Political Parties, Politicians, and Political Manipulation on Social Media
Writing BASIC Programs that Understand English
Twitter, & Instagram For Seniors For Dummies, 3rd Edition offers advice on how to enjoy the
A Social Study of Film, Communication, and Social Media
three most popular social media options while avoiding worry about who sees what you share.
Designing Networks for Innovation and Improvisation
Written by social media expert Marsha Collier, this book walks you through establishing
Anime Impact
accounts, making connections, and sharing content including photos and video. You learn the
Record of Christian Work
settings to adjust on each platform to maintain privacy and filter out the content you don't want.
Twitter, Networked Publics, and the Transformation of American Journalism
This book also explains the subtle art of avoiding or blocking people on social platforms without
First published in 1984. This volume brings together many of the foremost
French and North American specialists on the French working class movement. jeopardizing your real-world relationships! Take control of what you share Connect with others
Although they differ substantially in their theoretical and ideological
Take and share your best pictures Use social media as a news source Social media sites are great
orientation, they share a left perspective. Their original essays provide a
fun once you learn how to cut through the clutter—and this book shows you how!
coherent and comprehensive analysis of the history of the movement,
This book provides an overview of a range of quantitative methods, presenting a thorough
focusing on the constraints and opportunities created by the economic
analytical toolbox which will be of practical use to researchers across the social sciences as they
crisis of the 1970s and the political change ushered in by the Socialist
face the challenges raised by new technology-driven language practices. The book is driven by a
Party’s victory in 1981.
In 1987 -- first in May and again in September -- Fiji, which had often
reflexive mind-set which views quantifying methods as complementary rather than in opposition
been regarded as a model for racial co-existence, surprised the rest of the to qualitative methods, and the chapters analyse a multitude of different intra- and extra-textual
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context levels essential for the understanding of how meaning is (re-)constructed in society. Unitinginformation over social media networks while it actively learns from and mimicks real people so as to manipulate
public opinion across a diverse range of platforms and device networks. This book includes cases of computational
contributions from a range of national and disciplinary traditions, the chapters in this volume
propaganda from nine countries (both democratic and authoritarian) and four continents (North and South
bring together state-of-the-art research from British, Canadian, French, German and Swiss
America, Europe, and Asia), covering propaganda efforts over a wide array of social media platforms and usage in
authors representing the fields of Political Science, Sociology, Linguistics, Computer Science and different types of political processes (elections, referenda, and during political crises).
Statistics. It will be of particular interest to discourse analysts, but also to other scholars working in Concept Design Games
the digital humanities and with big data of any kind.
The Hardhat Riot
Citizens at the Gates
This two-volume set explores the various ways social media are profoundly changing politics in
America. • Covers key political and cultural issues in today's discourse—such as gay marriage, The Complete Collection
The Digital Plan
race, gender, "big data," and hyper-surveillance—from a variety of perspectives and a broad
A Treatise on the Properties, Modes of Assaying, and Proximate Analytical Examinations of the Various Organic
range of contributors • Provides informed analysis of social media eruptions and their potential Chemicals and Products Employed in the Arts, Manufactures, Medicine, Etc. with Concise Methods for the
to change and shape political discourse • Supplies an analysis of power that highlights the
Detection and Estimation of Their Impurities, Adulterations, and Products of Decomposition
forgotten core of politics and political communication
Globalization, Robotics, and the Future of Work
Drawing insights from nearly a decade of mixed-method research, Stephen R. Barnard analyzes Twitter’s role
Encyclopedia of Social Media and Politics
in the transformation of American journalism. As the work of media professionals grows increasingly hybrid,
Social Media and Politics: A New Way to Participate in the Political Process [2 volumes]
Twitter has become an essential space where information is shared, reporting methods tested, and power
Proceedings of the 2021 Intelligent Systems Conference (IntelliSys) Volume 2
contested. In addition to spelling opportunity for citizen media activism, the normalization of digital
Umatilla, Morrow, Wheeler, and Grant Counties, Oregon
communication adds new channels of influence for traditional thought leaders, posing notable challenges for the
11th International Conference, SocInfo 2019, Doha, Qatar, November 18–21, 2019,
future of journalism and democracy. In his analyses of Twitter practices around newsworthy events—including
Proceedings
the Boston Marathon bombing, protests in Ferguson, Missouri, and the election of Donald Trump—Barnard
brings together conceptual and theoretical lenses from multiple academic disciplines, bridging sociology,
The Globotics Upheaval
journalism, communication, media studies, science and technology studies, and political science.
The popular educator
Electrify your presentations, speeches, and pitches…and get the results you want! The right verbs • ignite your
communication • make it memorable, impactful, dynamic • attract audiences like moths to flame Grab the
right verb and use it the right way to: • Close sales • Launch businesses • Build and unite teams • Forge
consensus • Spearhead change • Recruit contributors and volunteers • Craft A+ academic papers and
presentations Jam-packed with examples drawing on thousands of years of storytelling, literature, and experience
Indispensable for every manager, entrepreneur, salesperson, and student!
An exploration of anime’s masterpieces and game-changers from the 1960s to the present—with contributions
from writers, artists, superfans and more. Anime—or Japanese animation—has been popular in Japan since Astro
Boy appeared in 1963. Subsequent titles like Speed Racer and Kimba the White Lion helped spread the fandom
across the country. In America, a dedicated underground fandom grew through the 80s and 90s, with
breakthrough titles like Katsuhiro Otomo’s Akira making their way into the mainstream. Anime Impact
explores the iconic anime movies and shows that left a mark on popular culture around the world. Film critic and
longtime fan Chris Stuckmann takes readers behind the scenes of legendary titles as well as hidden gems rarely
seen outside Japan. Plus anime creators, critics and enthusiasts—including Ready Player One author Ernest
Cline, manga artist Mark Crilley, and YouTube star Tristan “Arkada” Gallant—share their stories, insights
and insider perspectives.
This volume is focused on the emerging concept of Collaborative Innovation Networks (COINs). COINs are at
the core of collaborative knowledge networks, distributed communities taking advantage of the wide connectivity
and the support of communication technologies, spanning beyond the organizational perimeter of companies on
a global scale. It includes the refereed conference papers from the 6th International Conference on COINs, June
8-11, 2016, in Rome, Italy. It includes papers for both application areas of COINs, (1) optimizing organizational
creativity and performance, and (2) discovering and predicting new trends by identifying COINs on the Web
through online social media analysis. Papers at COINs16 combine a wide range of interdisciplinary fields such as
social network analysis, group dynamics, design and visualization, information systems and the psychology and
sociality of collaboration, and intercultural analysis through the lens of online social media. They will cover most
recent advances in areas from leadership and collaboration, trend prediction and data mining, to social
competence and Internet communication.
Machine Learning and Knowledge Discovery in Databases
Quantifying Approaches to Discourse for Social Scientists
Technical Workers in an Advanced Society
The Principles of Harmony and Contrast of Colours, and Their Applications to the Arts
Facebook and Twitter For Seniors For Dummies
Nixon, New York City, and the Dawn of the White Working-Class Revolution
A Practical Guide to Creating a Strategic Digital Plan.
The 5-volume proceedings, LNAI 12457 until 12461 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the European
Conference on Machine Learning and Knowledge Discovery in Databases, ECML PKDD 2020, which was held
during September 14-18, 2020. The conference was planned to take place in Ghent, Belgium, but had to change
to an online format due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The 232 full papers and 10 demo papers presented in this
volume were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the proceedings. The volumes are organized in
topical sections as follows: Part I: Pattern Mining; clustering; privacy and fairness; (social) network analysis and
computational social science; dimensionality reduction and autoencoders; domain adaptation; sketching,
sampling, and binary projections; graphical models and causality; (spatio-) temporal data and recurrent neural
networks; collaborative filtering and matrix completion. Part II: deep learning optimization and theory; active
learning; adversarial learning; federated learning; Kernel methods and online learning; partial label learning;
reinforcement learning; transfer and multi-task learning; Bayesian optimization and few-shot learning. Part III:
Combinatorial optimization; large-scale optimization and differential privacy; boosting and ensemble methods;
Bayesian methods; architecture of neural networks; graph neural networks; Gaussian processes; computer vision
and image processing; natural language processing; bioinformatics. Part IV: applied data science:
recommendation; applied data science: anomaly detection; applied data science: Web mining; applied data
science: transportation; applied data science: activity recognition; applied data science: hardware and
manufacturing; applied data science: spatiotemporal data. Part V: applied data science: social good; applied data
science: healthcare; applied data science: e-commerce and finance; applied data science: computational social
science; applied data science: sports; demo track.
The Encyclopedia of Social Media and Politics explores how the rise of social media is altering politics both in the
United States and in key moments, movements, and places around the world. Its scope encompasses the
disruptive technologies and activities that are changing basic patterns in American politics and the amazing
transformations that social media use is rendering in other political systems heretofore resistant to
democratization and change. In a time when social media are revolutionizing and galvanizing politics in the
United States and around the world, this encyclopedia is a must-have reference. It reflects the changing landscape
of politics where old modes and methods of political communication from elites to the masses (top down) and
from the masses to elites (bottom up) are being displaced rapidly by social media, and where activists are building
new movements and protests using social media to alter mainstream political agendas. Key Features This threevolume A-to-Z encyclopedia set includes 600 short essays on high-interest topics that explore social media’s
impact on politics, such as “Activists and Activism,” “Issues and Social Media,” “Politics and Social
Media,” and “Popular Uprisings and Protest.” A stellar array of world renowned scholars have written entries
in a clear and accessible style that invites readers to explore and reflect on the use of social media by political
candidates in this country, as well as the use of social media in protests overseas Unique to this book is a detailed
appendix with material unavailable anywhere else tracking and illustrating social media usage by U.S. Senators
and Congressmen. This encyclopedia set is a must-have general, non-technical resource for students and
researchers who seek to understand how the changes in social networking through social media are affecting
politics, both in the United States and in selected countries or regions around the world.
Social media platforms do not just circulate political ideas, they support manipulative disinformation campaigns.
While some of these disinformation campaigns are carried out directly by individuals, most are waged by
software, commonly known as bots, programmed to perform simple, repetitive, robotic tasks. Some social media
bots collect and distribute legitimate information, while others communicate with and harass people, manipulate
trending algorithms, and inundate systems with spam. Campaigns made up of bots, fake accounts, and trolls can
be coordinated by one person, or a small group of people, to give the illusion of large-scale consensus. Some
political regimes use political bots to silence opponents and to push official state messaging, to sway the vote
during elections, and to defame critics, human rights defenders, civil society groups, and journalists. This book
argues that such automation and platform manipulation, amounts to a new political communications mechanism
that Samuel Woolley and Philip N. Noward call "computational propaganda." This differs from older styles of
propaganda in that it uses algorithms, automation, and human curation to purposefully distribute misleading

"Digital technology will bring globalisation and robotics (globotics) to previously shielded professional and service
sectors. Jobs will be displaced at the eruptive pace of digital technology while they will be replaced at a normal
historical pace. The mismatch will produce a backlash - the globotics upheaval"-Africana Race and Communication: A Social Study of Film, Communication, and Social Media focuses on the
areas of History, Ethos, Motif, and Mythology-Philosophy. This study is an interdisciplinary study, which surveys
the collection, interpretation, and analysis of Black communication and culture. Likewise, the intellectual
dexterity of Africana Studies as an interdisciplinary body of knowledge postures alternative ways of probing
Africana phenomena. This volume provides a categorical lens matrix of Africana Studies to locate race and
communication in place, space, and time. Thus, it provides readers with a compilation of literary, historical,
philosophical, and communicative essays that attempt to describe and evaluate the Africana experience from a
centered perspective.
A Report Submitted to the National Science Foundation Engineering Directorate, Design Metholodogy Program
Economic Crisis and Political Change
The Principles of Harmony and Contrast of Colours ... Translated ... by Charles Martel. Third edition, illustrated
The Movies and Shows that Changed the World of Japanese Animation
New Studies in Latin Linguistics
Disintermediation in the Era of Web 2.0
Including Painting, Interior Decoration, Tapestries, Carpets, Mosaics, Coloured Glazing, Paper-staining, Calicoprinting, Letterpress Printing, Map-colouring, Dress, Landscape and Flower Gardening, Etc

A brand new collection of tools for communicating with incredible power… 5 authoritative books, now
in a convenient e-format, at a great price! 5 eBooks help you supercharge all your verbal and written
communications with the most potent tool in the English language: power verbs! Electrify your
communications with the most compelling, commanding, and persuasive tools in the English language:
power verbs! In this five eBook collection, world-class communicators Dr. Michael Lawrence Faulkner
and Michelle Faulkner-Lunsford show how to choose and use the right power verbs for every situation -to lead, win, and guide others to flourish. Jam-packed with examples from thousands of years of
storytelling, literature, and experience, Power Verbs for Career Consultants, Coaches, and Mentors gives
you the right language to help others find new strength and perseverance… celebrate successes and
kindle new sparks of possibility… transform obstacles into challenges that can and will be overcome.
Power Verbs for Presenters helps yousupercharge your presentations, speeches, and pitches -- and get
the results you want. Discover the right verbs to close sales, launch businesses, build and unite teams,
forge consensus, recruit contributors and volunteers, and craft winning PowerPoints for business or
school. Power Verbs for Job Seekers helps youpowerfully demonstrate your value, attract employers, and
build the career you really want. Learn to craft outstanding résumés, cover letters, and thank-you
notes… draw attention to your greatest achievements… ace face-to-face pitches and interviews… prove
you’re the one they’re looking for. Power Verbs for Managers and Executives helps you
communicate more effectively at all levels of the organization… energize teams and workforces… exude
passion and confidence that make others want to follow… drive home any message… catalyze change at
every level. Finally, Top 100 Power Verbs brings together the most powerful verbs for any situation -- in
business and beyond, with everyone, everywhere. Grab the right verb and use it the right way to express
strength, intelligence, and confidence… motivate action… become a truly unforgettable networker…
write crisp, focused documents … strengthen your relationships with clients, customers, and investors…
become a more powerful, charismatic leader! From world-renowned communications and marketing
experts Dr. Michael Lawrence Faulkner and Michelle Faulkner-Lunsford
This book explores the changes in political communication in light of the development of a public
opinion mediated by web 2.0 technologies. One of the most important changes in political
communication is related to the process of disintermediation, i.e. the process by which digital
technologies allow citizens to compete in the public space with those agents who, traditionally, co-opted
public opinion. However, while disintermediation has undeniably generated a number of advances,
having linked citizens to the public debate, the authors highlight some aspects where disintermediation is
moving away from a rational and inclusive public space. They argue that these aspects, related to the
immediacy, polarization and incivility of the communication, obscure the possibilities for
democratization of digital political communication.
Social Informatics
The Work, Careers and Politics of French Engineers
Proceedings of the 6th International COINs Conference
Race and Politics in an Island State
Power Verbs
Life and Light for Woman
Allen's Commercial Organic Analysis
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